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A-Political Project(ions)
Berlin 1996

As information merchandise becomes indispensable to productive power it 
passes naturally into the global competition for power. Just as nation-states 
in the past have fought to acquire and master territories in order to dominate 
the means of production associated with those territories it is today imagin-
able that they will fight to dominate information. And yet the war for infor-
mation will be a war without territory, without space, what Virilio has called 

“pure war.” 1

In 1990 when Germany was reunified, Berlin was ratified, once 
again, as the capital. This meant the infrastructure of West German 
government in Bonn had to be moved into a massive new develop-
ment in central Berlin, an area of land defined by the arc of the River 
Spree entitled the Spreebogen.

The Tiergarten to the southwest, the Reichstag to the east, and the 
Spree River to the north bound the site. This land is directly adja-
cent to the ground upon which Albert Speer proposed to build the 
Great Hall of the German People, a mad temple at the head of the 
main axis of the proposed reconstruction of Berlin as Germania, the 
capital of the Third Reich (see the Twentieth Century Monument, 
page 128). 

In March 1993 the Berlin architects Axel Schultes and Charlotte 
Frank won the international architectural competition to design 
the new government offices. Aspiring to the metaphor of a bridge 
between East and West, and apparently structured along the lines 
of an undeclared musical score, their master plan allowed for a large 
open space in the arc of the Spree River. Further to the architectural 
competition, in 1996 we submitted the following proposal to the 
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shadow erases parts of the image. Second, it is proposed that anyone, 
anywhere, can orchestrate these images via the Internet. In this way 
politics is figured not so much as a war of words and ideas but a bat-
tleground of images cast around the world. Beyond politics, however, 
the project attempts to incorporate and conflate the categories of 
the real and the virtual, the netscape and the landscape. In trying to 
bring the depth of the earth to the surface of the image, the sublime 
extremes of postmodern culture are compounded. 

To further animate and activate this site the topography is threaded 
with a soundscape. This too could be orchestrated (mixed) inter-
nationally over the Internet, bringing a world of ever-changing 
cacophony into the frames of Schultes’ frozen orchestration. Finally, 
the topography is richly patterned with concentric wave patterns 
emanating from the four cardinal directions, recalling the Christian 
moral coding of Temperance, Fortitude, Justice, and Prudence, once 
symbolized in the four quarters of medieval gardens. 

After having deposited their loads of earth the 273 empty shipping 
containers can then go back into circulation. Or, as we prefer, they 
can be randomly placed around the city to facilitate artful public 
dioramas. Some of the containers can also become “Direct Democ-
racy Capsules” in which publicly accessible computers allow the 
disconnected to send messages directly to the ministers in the new 
government buildings. We would call this the “Ministry of the Dis-
connected.” 

As a representation of the world, this global earthwork creates an 
extraterritorial zone, a status churches once held. This project is 
then a new cathedral of the earth and a diplomatic, multicultural 
field. It is also saccharine political symbolism. But if this idea overin-
dulges a millennial optimism, so too it is simply a sign of ecological, 
political, and corporate geography, a personification of what David 
Harvey has identified as global postmodern spatial and temporal 
compression.2 More specifically, in the local symbolic order this 

landscape design competition, which focused on the open spaces pro-
vided for in the Schultes-Frank plan.

In the large public space at the heart of the Parliamentary zone we 
propose a process based on the importation of donations of earth 
from all nations willing to contribute. This is an idea we developed 
in 1992 while preparing designs to assist Daniel Libeskind’s entry 
in to the urban design competition for the Potsdamer Platz (see the 
Park and the Potsdamer Platz, page 20). 

Donor nations send earth excavated from borders they share with 
other nations. Naturally some nations, which share no borders, 
cannot do this, and others might prefer to select their own specifi-
cally symbolic sites of extraction. Regardless, each donation of earth 
should fill a shipping container, and upon arrival in Berlin it is cer-
emoniously poured onto the site of the Spreebogen, as an individual 
cone of earth. The multitude of individual earth donations can be 
read off the plan as a grid of circles, each circle representing an indi-
vidual conical pile of earth. It is estimated that approximately 273 
containers of earth are needed to create a truly global microcosm. 

Once poured onto the site the new earth deposits are mixed and 
somewhat smoothed out by people moving over the area. As the 
landform hardens, the site is topsoiled and turfed. Once the turf has 
taken root it is cut away from the western-facing side of the coni-
cal landforms and replaced with white concrete. This white side of 
the landforms then receives projections from projectors set on the 
peaks of adjacent landforms. Thus one side of the conical undulating 
topography is brilliantly illuminated with imagery, while the other 
remains dark, a literal illustration of the two-faced nature of politics. 
The field can contain a pluralism of images, or a single image can be 
programmed across all the projectors. 

The passivity of receiving this spectacle is interrupted in two ways. 
First, when in this place at night one is projected upon, and yet one’s 
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proposal explicitly embodies core values of German democracy as 
opposed to simplistic nationalism and its specious notions of blud, 
boden und gemeinschaft (blood, ground, and community). In addition 
to the main proposal of an international earthwork, we offered a 
wooden platform to serve as a performance space and forum and in 
front of the Reichstag, three long tables to sit one thousand people. 
1  Peter J. Burgess (1996), “European Borders: History of Space/Space of History,” www.

ctheory.net.
2  David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change 

(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989), pp. 284-307.

A-POLITICAL PROJECT(IONS)

The process necessary to this project begins with the excavation of 
earth from a border between two countries, then the earth dona-
tions are shipped to Berlin and deposited onto the open public space 
at the heart of the new parliamentary quarter in Berlin. 
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Via the Internet, multimedia images are projected over the field of earth donations. 
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1. Reichstag
2. Site for field of earth deposits and projections
3. Parliamentary offices
4. River Spree
5. Wooden stage (Forum)
6. Three long tables to seat 1000 people 

6

A-POLITICAL PROJECT(IONS)

Master plan of the design for the Spreebogen. 
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Inscribed over the field of earth donations is a pattern of four intersecting concentric circles
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The Women’s Rooms
Berlin 1992

Originally royal pleasure gardens, in 1992 Park Monbijou ( “my little 
jewel” ) was a typically frayed and drab (ex)East German park. The 
park is located opposite Berlin’s prestigious Museum Island in the 
midst of the former Jewish quarter on Oranienburgerstrasse. In a 
unified Berlin the area has rapidly become an edgy and fashionable 
arts district. Having traded their socialist youth uniforms for bunny 
costumes and suspenders, some women work the streets adjacent to 
the park. 

This proposal argues that there is ample open public space provided 
by our master plan for the area, and that in this part of the city it is 
appropriate to propose that a portion of the existing non-descript 
parkland be devoted to a specifically themed program. Entitled the 
Women’s Rooms, approximately one-third of the existing park is 
subdivided into a labyrinth of forty rooms and tight passages formed 
in hedges. 

Each room in the labyrinth is clearly signed with the name of a par-
ticular woman, all of whom are significant figures in Berlin’s social 
and intellectual history. Most of these women remain relatively 
unacknowledged in the official history and urban nomenclature of 
Berlin. Although the rooms could remain empty (but named), the 
proposal is best thought of as a gallery without a roof, a place where 
certain responses to changing themes could be curated as an ongoing 
public arts and entertainment program. 

Some of the rooms are used for outdoor dining and are available for 
rental as private event spaces. An adjacent building services the arts 
and entertainment program of the site. It offers catering and a range 

of period costumes and fancy dress. When rented or containing 
artworks, installations or performance equipment, all or some of the 
Women’s Rooms can be easily secured. 

Figurative statues of Eros, Thanatos, Cupid, and Demeter overlook 
the labyrinth, and the Garden of Venus, as described by the fifteenth-
century author Francesco Colonna (1433-1527) in his text Hypne-
rotomachia Poliphili, is superimposed as a circular pattern and water 
feature.3 

The women to whom the rooms are dedicated were chosen from 
1770 to the present and include Rahel Varnhagen von Ense, Amelie 
Beer, Henriette Herz, Dorothea Schlegel, Rebecca Friedländer, 
Marianne Schadow, Julie Heyse, Sar Levy, Marianne and Sara Meyer, 
Rebecca Ephraim, Friedchen Limann, Dorothea von Courland, 
Fanny Lewald, Eliza von der Recke, Helmina von Chezy, Caroline 
de la Motte Fouqué, Felicité de Gemlis, Miriam Itzig, Philippine 
Cohen, Jente Steiglitz, Rosa Luxemburg, Hannah Arendt, Lise 
Meitner, Berta Pappenheim, Anna Freud, Anna Seghers, Nelly Sachs, 
Else Laska-Schüler, Sarah Kirsch, Christa Wolff, Gabriele Wohmann, 
Tatjana Gsovsky, Rebecca Horn, Nina Hagen, Angelika Domröse, 
Gisela Breitling, Susanne Specht, Irmtraud Morgner, Katharina 
Thalbach, and Elvira Bach. 
3 Francesco Colonna, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Padua: Editrice Antenore, 1980).
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Concept image of the Women’s Rooms. Original competition montage by Richard Weller with Cornelia Müller and Jan Wehberg in MKW. 
Courtesy MKW.

THE WOMEN’S ROOMS
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Master plan of the Women’s Rooms. Original competition drawing by Richard Weller with Cornelia Müller and Jan Wehberg in MKW. Courtesy 
MKW.
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The Esplanade
Melbourne 1998

The Docklands, the former working port of Melbourne, is the 
site for Australia’s largest urban redevelopment project. As we 
approached the competition calling for landscape designs to give the 
Docklands identity, cohesion, and useful public space, the devel-
oper, Grollo Pty. Ltd., had just announced its intention to build the 
world’s highest tower at one end of the site. 

At odds with this boyish intention is the fact that the primary char-
acteristic of this site is its vast horizontality. Hence our first move 
is to take the tower and lay it on its side. With some stretching and 
bending, the original tower becomes a template to organize a land-
scape design. The bold supergraphic of a section through the fallen 
tower serves to mark out a coherent pattern for a 2.1-kilometer-long 
esplanade. The fallen tower effectively unifies the site as opposed to 
dominating it if it were to be built vertically, which, incidentally, is 
unlikely.

A section through the tower’s 240 f loor levels and its lift shafts is 
clearly marked across the ground plane of the proposed esplanade 
as a bold supergraphic. The f loor levels form “bays,” each clearly 
numbered so as to operate as an address system for the length of the 
site. The individual bays are also reinforced by lines of trees so as to 
convert the pattern into volume and form subspaces running perpen-
dicular to the main f low of the esplanade. In this way, the singular, 
monumental urban gesture of the fallen tower unifies the site in the 
north-south direction, while the individual bays subdivide it in the 
east-west direction, linking the city to the water’s edge. 

Having set down this basic identity for the esplanade, other elements 
could be superimposed so as to animate and activate an urbane 
promenade. For example, food and information cafés occur every 
forty bays, and a shipping container is placed on every fifth. The 
containers can be used as outdoor studios and storage areas for a 
comprehensive public art and entertainment program. 

One of the main ways to experience this site is also to drive through 
it. Therefore, we propose a linear sequence of large billboards 
receiving advertising revenue on one side and art on the other. 
Finally, the architects, Ashton Raggatt McDougall, with whom we 
have collaborated on this project, propose to bind the whole event 
space with a sculptural shade structure that loops and waves its way 
through the site.

Perspective view of the Esplanade. Grollo’s proposed world’s tal-
lest building stands to the right. Original competition drawing by 
Ashton Raggatt McDougall in association with Room 4.1.3. Cour-
tesy ARM.
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Plan of the Esplanade in the context of the Melbourne Docklands. Original competition drawing by Ashton Raggatt McDougall in asso-
ciation with Room 4.1.3. Courtesy ARM.
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Plan view of the Esplanade showing the curvilinear shade structure, ground plane striations, and linear groves of trees. Original competi-
tion drawing by Ashton Raggatt McDougall in association with Room 4.1.3. Courtesy ARM.
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Namesti Miru
Prague 1995

Translated as the “Peace Square,” this urban plaza near the center 
of Prague in the Czech Republic is a significant public space in the 
life of the city. The urban morphology of the square dates back to 
the nineteenth century and is structured along an axis that links the 
town hall and a prominent cathedral. While this connection between 
civic and divine power is still evident, years of meddling has dis-
solved the square’s clarity. So, too, the public’s faith in res publica as 
the stage set of civic institutions they could trust has been eroded. 

As it is now, the square is a conduit, whereas it should be a container. 
Our approach was to significantly reorganize circulation patterns, 
erase the f lotsam and jetsam that have confused the space, and then 

increase the gravity of the square’s center. To this end, the basic 
strategy is to create a homogenous ground plane of decomposed 
granite and plant a bosquet of linden trees. The lindens are shaped 
(undercut) so as to decrease in height, thus creating a false perspec-
tive toward the square’s center. The grid of lindens stos, so as to 
create a green room open to the sky at the heart of the plaza.

The centerpiece is a sculptural water feature based on the notion of 
equilibrium–or, rather, its impossibility. Rather than making glib 
claims for peace, we propose water and fire as elemental opposing 
forces set on either end of a 10-meter long and 4-meter-wide sway-
ing beam. The beam of steel and stone is mechanically manipulated 
in the manner of a seesaw, an enormous lever. One end of the 
beam is punctured by gas jets, which ignite only to be gradually 
extinguished as the beam lowers into a surrounding pool of water. 
Steaming, the beam reappears, and as it rises out of the water, it 
reignites–and so on. Inscribed into the beam are the names of battle-
fields past and present.
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The Field
Wellington, New Zealand 2002

The brief called for a vibrant urban park while expressing a desire to 
retain the site’s current role as a parking garage. 

The Field is a grass-covered artificial topography draped over park-
ing for three hundred cars. The form of the Field meets all sur-
rounding levels and is framed by a proposed mixed-use building at 
its western f lank and a proposed Asia-Pacific Market and Courtyard 
Garden on its eastern f lank. Superimposed onto the basic super-
structure of the Field are the myriad programs that would constitute 
a democratic and pluralist urban park. This messiness is held in place 
by the gravity of the Field’s unifying form.

The undulating topography of the field is formed by initially plac-
ing prefabricated culverts in three rows to cover the basic parking 
garage layout of three rows of one hundred cars. Smaller pipes are 
then used to backfill in between the three main rows so as to form 
the porous skeleton of a second, finer-grained set of undulations. 
The culverts and pipes are simply covered with lightweight fill and 
finally sealed over with topsoil and grass. 

The Field’s topography enables both oceanic panoramas and protec-
tion from the site’s prevailing winds. The spatial strategy of the Field 
offers a broad homogenous green surface as a public park on a civic 
scale while containing niches of difference within–an ambiguous 
response to the brief’s emphasis on surveillance. Light wells are 
sliced into the smooth-f lowing topography to reveal its mechanistic 
underbelly. Some of the slices and portholes into the parking garage 
underneath are covered in colored glass and backlit at night. 

Legend

1.  Te Papa (National Museum)
2.  Mixed Use Development 
3.  Entrance/Exit to Underground Parking 
4.  Tidal Environmental Artwork
5.  Soundscape
6.  Hotel Drop Off
7.  Main Event Space
8.  Chaffer’s Hotel
9.  Chaffer’s Beer Garden
10.  The Field
 (Parking Under for 300 Cars) 
11.  Panoramic Ridges and Active and Passive Furnishings
12.  Protected Valleys and Active and Passive Furnishings
13.  “Geomorph” Skatepark
14.  Geomorphic Section (Art Wall)
15.  White Wall Backdrop to Chinese Garden
16.  Chinese Garden
17.  Pacific-Asia Neighborhood
18.  Navigation Place: Time Tower and Lookout
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Black Nightshade Ink
Rod Barnett

Over the past fifteen years the work of Room 4.1.3 has engaged the complexities and ambiguities of the mil-
lennial world without itself falling prey to easy complexity and ambiguity. With clarity and a narcissistic self-
belief Room 4.1.3 has charted its course through the heavy seas of alienation, memory, hybridity, and desire. 
Their graphic landscapes explode across our retinas scattering shards of nature, or burst like bags of black 
nightshade ink. Angry, moralistic, the work demands attention. That is bad, it says, this, this is good. There 
is good, and it is called landscape design. By means of a compulsive, but considered, investigation into the 
role of art in a society that has given up and rolled over–an investigation through design–Vladimir Sitta and 
Richard Weller have created a universe of images that form an indictment of collective sentimentality, las-
situde, and venality. They invent landscapes that deny cozy liberalism and force reaction. This is what design 
is for, they seem to say. Not to cosset or reassure, nor to project history, or ideology, or aspiration onto the 
land or into comfortable little urban enclaves. Room 4.1.3’s work is not an appearance medicine. In design 
after design they subvert expectation. That they can do this and win international competitions says no little 
about their skills in the witchcraft of signs.

An obsession with signification permeates the work of Room 4.1.3. It is, however, an interest in more than 
just signification; there is a need here for motivated, determined signification. In a universe otherwise 
deemed relativistic, any design work that calls itself “allegorical” demonstrates a touching faith in the pos-
sibility of communication. Allegory such as Room 4.1.3’s requires a belief system of some sort not only to 
validate its ideological narratives, but to provide a baseline for the morally charged anger, derision, frustra-
tion, and desire that power these narratives. And so we find a paradoxical mix of motivated symbol (Richard 
Weller is always at pains to link his work with his meanings) and promiscuous sign (but we will have our 
wicked way with it anyhow). 

The result is nothing less than an exploration of landscape architecture’s potential to signify. This would 
seem to be the program behind their avowed interest in forging a landscape poetic out of environmental poli-
tics. What justifies Room 4.1.3’s claim to a landscape “poetic” is, first, that this signification takes place on a 
number of different levels. It is a mixture of the correspondence theory of truth and semiotic chaos. Second, 
their ideas are sourced in the discipline’s own unique thematic (it is landscape architecture and nothing but 
landscape architecture), and, third, the work is concerned with the concrete articulation of ideas rather than 
the ideas themselves. Despite their “allegorical” certitude, these designs are not simply vehicles for preor-
dained theory. 
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If one is to pursue a landscape architecture of allegory, one must take a moral stance on the world. For 
allegory tells a story with a moral. One must believe in something. Landscape architecture has traditionally 
believed in the unassailable naturalness of nature. Room 4.1.3 cannot believe in this. For them nature is, if 
not constructed then at least part construction. Nature is in some way created. It too is a story. But that’s all 
right because we have ecology–and we have technology. We have memory and desire. Out of these we can 
build an environment fit for human habitation. We have science and we have art. Contemporary landscape 
architecture, more than any other design discipline, has found it difficult to slough off the “eternal verities.” 
Humanist ideas of truth and beauty tie it to a realist and physicalist interpretation of nature. A deep, endur-
ing moralism is based on this idea of nature as a real physical entity, as an ultimate reality, as a life force that 
is under attack from humans themselves. Landscape architecture must believe in the primacy of nature. Even 
though three decades of poststructuralism have not left this particular verity in good shape, it remains the 
dominant paradigm in the discipline of landscape architecture. To be a landscape architect is to work within 
a paradigm framed by this understanding of nature.

But the postmodern confrontation of landscape architecture’s nature-realism with relativism and construc-
tivism has shaken the landscape architectural belief in nature. Nature now is discourse, nature is a construc-
tion, nature is culture. The question for landscape architecture now is: how to reconcile these beguiling 
(because egalitarian, ungendered, nonracially specific) theories with the foundational nature-realism so 
essential to a discipline that requires a metaphysic to validate its advocacy? It is the terrain marked out by 
this question that Room 4.1.3 has been exploring. If their work is allegorical at all, it is an allegory of the 
encounter of landscape architecture with relativism. There is a curious similarity between the work of Room 
4.1.3 executed in the 1980s–caught in an incisive moment of transition–and the landscape architecture of 
the baroque. Both face an encounter with the new. Both articulate an allegory of change, of transition. Both 
have their sacred.

The seventeenth-century baroque discovered that the universe was infinite. Room 4.1.3’s work discovers in 
ideas of the political a poetic that finds its infinitude in the endless Protean f lux of information. The endless 
stories we tell ourselves about ourselves become woven by Room 4.1.3 into the landscape itself, not as a field 
of linear, fixed narratives but as a matrix of shifting songlines, culture-data that never settle into closure or 
meaning. This lore is just as likely to be uncomfortable or contested, or bloody and violent, as it is to be that 
kind of happy temporary tale of victory over adversity found in the six o’clock news. Similarly, Weller’s early 
work in Berlin avoids solutions. He cut his critical teeth in that scarred, charismatic city. Only a commit-
ment to a politicized poetics could serve landscape architecture in a city so “postindustrial,” so “denatured” 
as to be beyond ecology, beyond sustainability, beyond the feeble legerdemain of plants, paving, and street 
furniture that normally passes for landscape design. The 1996 proposal for the German Government Center 

BLACK NIGHTSHADE INK
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in Berlin entitled A-Political Project(ions) transposes 140 earth cones of soil from international borders. 
This project illustrates Room 4.1.3’s commitment to political change through environmental transformation. 
Visitors to the installation are themselves “altered.” Caught in a web of projected netscape images and short-
wave white noise, they drift through an “allegorical topography” in an extended free-fall from national pride 
and political innocence which changes the landscape as it changes them. 

And so this is a politicized design. It draws its sustenance from political issues, and links these with grand 
themes such as in the Trans-European Songline or Heidegger’s Garden. Often the links are forged by means 
of linguistic or mathematical signs. Phonemes, phrases, quotations, place-names, neologisms, and grids of 
text trailing clouds of glorious memory lodge in the interactive webs of the poetic and the political. (And 
these are not poles. They are coexistent, even interpenetrating fields, and as such provide the shifting 
matrices through which a future for urban open space must be discerned, if at all.) The use of mathemat-
ics, and particularly the grid, provides an ordering system that can be upset, destabilized, “poeticized.” The 
allegorical thrust of this simple principle underlies most of the work: contradiction and ambivalence–the 
tropes of a disturbed society. Is this not apparent in the deployment of the diagonal, especially in the early 
work? German literary historian Richard Aleyn has said of baroque space that “orientation, and, specifically, 
the possibility of crossing it on the diagonal” captured the imagination of the seventeenth century. It was “a 
device so elemental to the baroque that the space really only came into its own when there was movement.”1 
In the early work of Room 4.1.3 the contrario itself is a function of the use of the diagonal. Diagonal lines 
cross and recross the grid of the city, establishing vectors for the movement of ideas and emotions away from 
and toward informational infinity. Of their design for No-Man’s-Land in Berlin, Weller comments that the 
beauty of the space lies in its emptiness–but it is an emptiness crossed with meanings (conveniently provided 
for us by the accompanying text). 

If baroque culture was characterized by a confrontation with contradictions, the universe itself was infi-
nite, self-perpetuating, and determined by eternal laws. Both were still somehow overseen by God. Life 
at court was rich in ritual, ceremony, regulation, and manners, while life on the streets of the cities was 
unpredictable. The laws of nature were stable, but everything seemed to be in f lux. In the late twentieth 
century, nature is chaotic and society unstable. Room 4.1.3’s work demonstrates an attempt to navigate the 
contingencies of the postmodern world–a world we have now perhaps left behind us. This volume shows the 
development of an allegorical mode of landscape architecture in the service of a kind of romantic rationalist 
narrative of the world. A range of rhetorical devices are used to engage the viewer emotionally, to provoke 
and estrange us at the same time. Strategies such as negation (Nihilum), irony (Courtyard for the German 
Institute of Standards), naming (The Garden of Australian Dreams), and symbolism (the Federal Govern-
ment Center in Berlin) are employed. Throughout the eighties work there is a heavily ironic representational 

ROD BARNETT
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vocabulary replete with stark black and white images, repeated found images, stenciled texts, panoptic geom-
etries, a continual allusion to the mathexis of the baroque, its infinitude and certitude disrupted by moments 
of intimacy and delicacy.2 All of it is drenched in a knowing/unknowing postindustrial noir which finds its 
potency in the virtuality of the denatured city. 

It is here that we encounter the most interesting parallel: the investigation of a nature that is not reduced 
to or confined to exemplification by means of natural processes. Everything in the baroque garden is laid 
out according to rules, which, while they themselves are regarded as “natural,” do not take account of the 
naturalness of the territory. The baroque rules of rhetoric determine the structure of the visual in very 
specific ways. The gardens of Room 4.1.3 invoke the moment when signs and conventions leap off the com-
puter screen and onto the terrain to spread their codes across a horizontal field, engaging with the surface 
of a topographical ooze that awaits animation by an ordering principle (mere matter desperate for the input 
of mind). The baroque French garden reaches back through Descartes to Plato and beyond him to Euclid’s 
ideal world where mathematics organizes chaotic nature. Room 4.1.3 is still using mathematics, but not to 
organize nature. There is no nature to organize. Here nature is occluded, rather than absent as in a piece of 
urban design. Nature is here, but placed under erasure, and a diversity of contested “natures” is allowed to 
f lood through the garden (human nature is part of this f lood). Instead of a set of passive objects to be used 
and worked on by people, nature becomes something people put together, using various elements from the 
chaotic field in which they find themselves immersed–willy-nilly, as they wish. And that is why at the heart 
of this unholy marriage of ecology and technology there is a darkness. That is why this searching for a future 
city of meaningful form in the spaces between architecture and art, the leftover, thrown-out bits of place, 
this relentless hopefulness, this grim millennial romanticism shares with certain kinds of contemporary 
music and anti-aesthetic art a project that finds its very optimism in the clarity of a luminous negation.

1  Quoted in Barbara Borngasser and Rolf Tolman, introduction, in Rolf Tolman, ed., Baroque: Architecture, Sculpture, Painting (Cologne: Konemann, 
1998), pp. 7–13.

2  Mathexis refers to the mathematical ordering principle of the universe. During the seventeenth century (middle and high baroque), the notion that 
mathematics was the ordering principle of the universe (introduced earlier of course in Plato and Parmenides) found its modern champion in René 
Descartes. For Descartes the mathexis universalis is mathematical method, which he regards as the key to the universal science of nature. Descartes 
gives the new spatiality of the seventeenth century its coordinate system, which determines the position of a point in a plane by its distance from 
two fixed lines. He deploys the clarity and incontrovertibility of mathematical truth in the deduction of the universe and its laws. His geometry is 
set out at Vaux-le-Vicomte in France–a tableau of points, lines, and planes. For Leibniz, however, the mathexis universalis seems to be music.
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The Satellite’s Garden at Ground Zero
Denis Cosgrove

Richard Weller’s preface to this volume makes an impassioned plea for design as a way of confronting the 
world and for the integrity of knowledge that comes through the processes of design. Design’s autonomy is 
never absolute, and Weller fully appreciates the tensions between politics and poetics: the two poles that 
compel the compass of his work, and indeed shape the processes and form of all human landscape making. 
Recognizing design’s inescapable engagement with these poles, he finds the twentieth century’s term field 
preferable to the eighteenth century’s landscape. The field, he claims, is “interdisciplinary and eco-logical, 
merging binary distinctions between landscape and object”;1 field design projects are relational, crystallizing 
within a web of connections. This is very much how places are conceptualized and interpreted today within 
the geographical sciences and planning. The most recurrent connection is that which the Room 4.1.3 projects 
also make: between the cultural and historical specifics of place (so often erased by the politics of colonial 
occupation or market utility) and the enduring spatialities of mobile human bodies subsisting within a limit-
less cosmos.

In this short essay, I ref lect upon these claims and the ways they have been actualized through place specifics 
and cosmic spatiality in some of the projects illustrated in this book. The collection is rich; the scope of its 
creativity resists any purely textual capture. I have chosen, therefore, to concentrate on a limited set of proj-
ects: those that relate to Berlin, the Fossoli internment camp design, the Gallipoli Peninsula peace park plan, 
and the Memorial to Fallen Bodies in Los Angeles.2 My choices are not random. They are governed by very 
immediate concerns at the time of my writing, above all by the inescapable recognition that the twentieth 
century closed, not with the banalities of millennium midnight firework displays over the world’s great cities 
(Millennium Dome, Eiffel Tower, the Pyramid at Cheops), but on September 11, 2001, with the terrifyingly 
sudden, precise, and total extinction of a landscape. For thirty years, the twin towers of New York’s World 
Trade Center had represented the heart of a globalizing world. There the politics and the poetics of the net-
worked topography that constitutes the modern globe coexisted in the concrete and steel of two soaring geo-
metrical forms. Their destruction was witnessed simultaneously and helplessly from every television set on 
earth, even by the satellite dwellers of the space shuttle passing 300 miles over Manhattan. Here was a very 
paradigm of place in the twenty-first century: a global center of financial, informational, and cultural con-
nectivity, invisible f lows and processes precipitated into the materiality of an intensely symbolic landscape 
form. Material destruction of buildings and the consequent loss of human life, powerful and shocking as they 
were, had relatively minor and transient impacts on the processes and f lows realized at that locale, but they 
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have activated other processes–military, economic, cultural–whose material consequences reverberate across 
a global field of activity.

One of the key cultural debates of the last decade–reflected in much of the work recorded in this volume–
was how we should remember and inscribe into public landscapes, in ways that promoted understanding 
and learning, the violence of twentieth-century territorial nationalism, whose bloody stain soaked that 
century’s history. Many of the sites that Room 4.1.3 has worked with are inescapably hued with the memory 
of violence: the institutional violence of war and the more casually individualized violence of urban crime. 
Treating them as sites or fields for landscape design must come to terms with many and conflicting features, 
including perhaps the poetics of violence itself. What can we learn from all this work? And do its lessons 
have anything to suggest for the wholly new context of that clotted, five-acre hole in the heart of New York 
City? My intention is not to enter the emerging debates over the future use of “Ground Zero,” over the cul-
tural politics of a monument to the firefighters who raised the Stars and Stripes over the smoldering steel in 
an aching echo of Iwo Jima, or even the possibility of memorializing an event that was at once so specific in 
location and so global in occurrence. Rather, it is to signal the ways that the events of that day have reshaped 
the questions faced by Richard Weller and his colleagues in 1990s Berlin, Gallipoli, and Los Angeles. Land-
scape architecture, like every other practice that concerns how humans organize their collective lives on 
earth, faces a new world in a new millennium. Design has to renegotiate its perennial challenge of speaking 
through place to both the eco-logics and the cosmo-logics of altered times. 
 
At Gallipoli, the issues ref lect very precisely the nature of the “Great” War that opened the past century–
they are regional in scale and speak to clearly distinct, territorially based cultural and national differences: 
Christian and Muslim, Turk and Australian combatants: formal armies engaged in a conventional struggle 
over a landscape. To be sure, the mechanization of mass slaughter produced by the agents of industrial war-
fare brought to bear on the f lesh of patriotic conscripts produced an especially horrific landscape of violence. 
It was the Great War that confirmed the idea of dignifying the deaths of individual soldiers by inscribing 
their names and deeds on the field of battle itself. The Peace Park plan for Gallipoli addresses this contradic-
tory politics and poetics through the device of the line–metaphoric and material realization of both division 
and connection. Front lines, supply lines, dream lines, critical lines, peace lines, above all the planned “hori-
zon line,” visible only from the no-man’s-land of space, the line simultaneously underscores and undermines 
the territorial sense of place and landscape that generated the violence. And the intention is to respect the 
complex dignity of place, seeking “to maintain the daily life of the peninsula’s inhabitants while offering a 
viable economic world event, without further monumentalizing nationalistic sentiments or trivializing or 
defining notions of peace.”
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A different, horrifically characteristic place-feature of twentieth-century violence is confronted at Fossoli. 
This is the camp. Complex symbol of modernity’s ambiguous relationship with mobility, nomadism, and 
transient habitation, the internment camp became–first in Boer South Africa and by mid-century in the 
jungles of Burma, the tundra wastes of Sweden, the deserts of California, and the chill estuaries of Baltic 
Poland–the paradigm place of the modern state’s desire to discipline the body and systematically erase 
human identity and dignity. Regardless of the differences in the actual treatment of internees, the camp 
represents a different space of violence from the trenched field of battle or the exploitation spaces of mine, 
mill, or sweatshop. The camp’s ecological relationships with landscape and territory are arbitrary; its imper-
manence is central to the project of dis-placement and consequent violence to the integrity of its subjects. 
Designing “clear landscape rooms, scaled to events and rituals that the people in this region follow,” with 
saplings filling their ghostly outline, Room 4.1.3 seeks to recover at Fossoli some of the ecological integrity 
of the place, thereby restoring some dignity to those now-absent camp subjects, without obscuring the geom-
etry of state violence that shaped the camp landscape. 

Berlin, heart of darkness for mid-twentieth-century state violence, has become since 1990 a kind of labo-
ratory for rethinking memory and place. Berlin’s urban core was quite literally an ecology of horror–the 
“Wall” snaking over the bunkers and cellars of Gestapo headquarters and the open spaces choked with the 
ruined buildings from which the holocausts that ultimately visited all the peoples of Central Europe were 
planned and directed. Two of Room 4.1.3’s plans seem to reach toward grasping the enormity of memory 
and place here. The Vertigorium, a great axis connecting the Hill of the Devil and the Hill of the Cross 
that shape the city’s topography, through which, Icarus-like, we fall, from the all-seeing satellite eye to the 
dark void of the images composing pixels, is a powerful synthesis. Berlin’s moral darkness, the possibility 
of salvation, and the final grounding of responsibility in the centered subject come together in an extended 
landscape vision. By contrast, No-Man’s Land, postdialectical and postmodern, tracing along the line of 
the now-absent Wall the gash at the heart of the twentieth-century global space, begs, as Richard Weller 
says, an essentially poetic question: where are we now? And answers it in the “raw poetry of emptiness and 
antithesis,” in “the pathos and fascination of ruination.” Confronting Weller’s question, Room 4.1.3 seizes 
the antithesis directly in two projects. Trans-European Songline and Heidegger’s Garden address the poles 
of modernity’s contradictory human geography: respectively, the frictionless surface of space and the deep-
rooted ecology of place.

New York’s Ground Zero is not like Berlin’s Potsdamer Platz in 1990: a long-maturing absence, meaning 
evolving over decades out of the chaos of military destruction and totalitarian construction. The ugly wound 
at Manhattan’s heart now sealing over with the scar tissue of memory was not incised by military or ideologi-
cal weapons; it was not the sign of territorial or political ambition. It was the barbarism of sack and civilian 
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mass slaughter. Terrorism is more than terror–it is calculated violence without prior warning or evidence of 
origin, with undeclared purpose, its victims wholly random. Visiting a place, it entails immediate and total 
change of meaning. Terrorism’s incoherence cuts deep across those late twentieth-century debates about the 
cultural politics of commemoration; the sickening poetics of its violence acknowledge no identity in its vic-
tims.

Perhaps closer to the questions of place and memory confronting Manhattan today are those faced by Room 
4.1.3 in responding to the Los Angeles brief for a Justice Park and Memorial to Victims of Violent Crime. 
Ironically, this competition referred to a quest for the “Heart of America.” Fallen Bodies draws upon the 
lunar cycle and the movement of waters to signal a loss and to remember the deaths of victims. The kind of 
violence commemorated here–symbolized in the O.J. Simpson murder trial–is familial, or at least person 
to person. And the proxemics of attacker and victim “place” even the most apparently random crimes in an 
ecology of the local. This was a design for Los Angeles, for the heart of America.

While placed close to residential districts of New York, Ground Zero is neither territorial nor local in the 
conventional senses that apply to most of the sites discussed in this volume. The World Trade Center site 
truly is a founding site of the twenty-first century. Anticipated, to be sure, in terrorist acts of earlier years 
(just as the fields of Flanders and Gallipoli were foreshadowed at Appomattox and Sebastopol), the destruc-
tion of place and people on September 11, 2001, has nonetheless recast many of the questions about monu-
ment and memory that Room 4.1.3 faces in this collection. In the weeks immediately following the attacks, 
American newspapers such as the New York Times and the Los Angeles Times carried obituaries of individual 
victims. This was an unprecedented personalization of the casualties–an ephemeral fixing of mobile human 
bodies, halted forever within the limitless cosmos of opportunities and actions. Their deaths and the erasure 
of place that accompanied them were acts of “war,” so framed by both those who condemned and those who 
justified them. But this was not war in the way it was known in the twentieth century; it was the indelible 
signature of a placeless, globalized terrorist geography into the equally global, hypermodern landscape of 
downtown Manhattan. If a new politics is emerging around the processes that sustain such global nodes, 9/11 
was its most pathological expression. A new poetics, or maybe better, new languages of place poetics, will be 
necessary to respond to such a deterritorialized place-politics. To understand the landscapes and images col-
lected in this volume is to appreciate that design will remain the surest way of grasping the knowledge that 
embraces these two enduring imperatives.

1  Richard Weller, “Re: Design,” www.Room413.com.au, 2000.
2 At the time this essay was written Room 4.1.3’s design for the World Trade Center Memorial was not available.
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Diving into Stars
Gavin Keeney 

The trade route of truth no longer passes through thought: strange to say, it now seems to pass through things. 
–Jacques Lacan, “The Freudian Thing” (1955)

The work of Room 4.1.3 recalls Peter Greenaway’s curatorial project at the Louvre, “Le Bruit des Nuages–
Flying out of this World,” especially his remarks regarding Atlas: “Atlas, the man who carries the world, 
becomes the book of the maps of the world. An example of man, or God, into book. Few have that honour.”1

Room 4.1.3 recognizes the “broken premises” of classical metaphysics–that the world is not composed of a 
celestial and a sublunary realm. The semitragic view of the world portrayed in the representational exuber-
ance of Room 4.1.3’s projects (and notably those projects typically “withdrawn” or “unbuilt” ) comprises the 
synoptic view that the world is a plurality of forces held in suspension by unknown or inscrutable factors. 
This is also the inescapable state of things.

The installation in the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney entitled Z2 + C condenses this argument 
through the appropriation of the idea of entropy (so dear to Robert Smithson) and focuses the re-represen-
tation of nature as a provisional system of contrasting phenomena in a water wall that metamorphoses as 
time passes. Far from fetishizing the ritual excesses of the nature-culture dialectic, the dialectic is instead 
imploded to produce a map of the world or a petri dish for a new world based on conflicting claims of 
instrumentality and language. These latter two constructs are the body and soul of landscape architectural 
discourse.

The post-Arcadian games played today in landscape architecture–the materialist and utilitarian opera-
tions–are a conventional appropriation of antihumanist rhetoric, an earnest appeal to the latent desire of 
the architectural object/body for things heterogenous but, in fact, strictly nominal (abstract and arbitrary). 
This nominalism excludes the sublime and only ever represents the ideal as an image, or sign, without real 
content. The sign never refers back to anything other than itself. This is particularly so with the current 
fascination (vogue) for messing with postindustrial landscapes, and the oftentimes fetishizing of these ruined 
landscapes, that passes for avant-garde design. These games are a residue of a metaphysics that continues 
to tragically subdivide the world, while pretending otherwise. Content, after modernism, is the deferred, 
denatured, depleted surface of things or antimilieu (the thing without its most radical other–the sublime). 
The Sublime, a complex of psychophysical artifacts in itself, resides within things, but remains at a maxi-
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mum distance in such denatured mechanistic landscapes, as mechanisms only appear sublime when they fail 
or inexplicably turn upon themselves and yield unforeseen expressions of the catastrophic and the tragic. 
Postindustrial landscapes are not sublime in themselves. As in the late paintings of Turner, or in the neo-
classical landscapes of Poussin, landscape carries the imprint of the Sublime, but it is racing at light speed 
away from the subject. With modernity, the Sublime has become a vortex into which disappears milieu. The 
modern technological Sublime is, in fact, the complete absence of milieu. In a word, the machine ate the 
garden.

Room 4.1.3’s landscape design for Daniel Libeskind’s the Tenth Muse in Wiesbaden circumnavigates this def-
erential pose vis-à-vis the Sublime by invoking a region that is set up only to decompose and turn the anar-
chic nature of the city on its head. The worn-out logic of the grid is utilized to destabilize the very notion 
of territoriality and electronic “landscape”–hypertextuality–is superimposed within the fallen, discredited 
skeletal remains of rational orders.

Linking high and low in structuralist-inspired operations may perchance reveal the underlying or even 
metatactical secret effulgence that underwrites discursive, horizontal systems. This is the sublime potential 
of intertextuality as defined by Julia Kristeva.2 Nonetheless, the openings to a “beyond” or a “below” are 
sufficiently irrepressible to guarantee that most stringent nominalist (abstract and formalist) projects will 
burst, in time, with their own inherent surplus–that is, the sublime or infinite vistas contained/buried in 
the amalgam will crash through the artificial limits of highly structured systems (including high-formalist 
landscapes). Room 4.1.3 negotiates this dynamic by building the latent anxieties of systems into the system 
itself. The Garden of Australian Dreams at the National Museum of Australia (Canberra) is the landscape-
architectural equivalent of Artaud’s infamous Sorbonne adventure, the Theater and the Plague. The garden is 
both a dream and a nightmare. It begs, like Artaud mimicking death by plague, for life in an expanded field. 
Its references are so dense that it induces vertigo in the hyperconscious adult subject. Children, on the other 
hand, will simply laugh and explore the built delirium.

Let us celebrate (with Room 4.1.3) reversing trends, negating fashions, and nixing compromises with utili-
tarianism and pragmatism. It is not enough to privilege minimalism and its autistic codes; the necessary 
conflict of fighting fire with fire requires more strenuous measures. Minimalism is merely a cool, numbing, 
sublinguistic territory that instills quietude–quiescence–versus resistance and renovation. It is the mute ter-
ritory of unintelligible phonemes. It also passes passively into the annals of fashion and style with ease and 
considerable élan.
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I propose, instead, the excess of loveliness–an excess of the minimal–through an excavation, stripping away, 
of the vulgar (ordinary) to reveal a commonality that is uncommon, uncanny even, and an interface for the 
immense complications–noise–”on the other side” of the object and the figure. This favors the slippery and 
the phantasmatic–the serious and grave, stringent, and suave–markings in time of vast other places and 
things. Such measures might reengage the cultural complex that produces works of art (and landscape archi-
tecture).

These markings in time are “footnotes” of the Sublime, of the material that does not fit into the prose or 
journalistic rapport of design idioms, and that simply cannot be accommodated whatsoever. Such things will 
remain forever outside the object, but through stripping and sifting, return in the extreme ambient matrix 
of voluble signifiers. They are presented simply by the act of not obscuring them. They represent the various 
milieus in which things swim. Here is the trade route of truth, running through things like an electrical cur-
rent.

Such measures imply exemplary intertextual outings and/or grandiloquent appropriations of apparently 
unrelated and extraneous genres and disciplines. This is the territory of intertextuality. The fearlessness of 
this quest for protean fire must outstrip the conventional and cautionary tales of the guilty and colluding 
ravens of the hour, or those who would complain that such things are too obscure, dense, and elliptical. To 
strip away the layers of deceit and structural anomie will also reveal the beneficiaries of not doing so. Neither 
cause nor effect will go quietly. The reversible, the recondite, and the real are buried in the didactic, diurnal 
machinations of magpies. Landscape architecture has been too long at pasture. It is so, and it has always been 
so. It need not be so, and therefore the sojourn elsewhere begins here in the absolutely quotidian, ordinary 
confines of the “ just so.” This just so is the irrepressible milieu.

Stringent measures are required, very large erasers (erasures), and number nil graphite pencils ground to 
a stub. Whole lines, run-on paragraphs and propositions, treasured locutions and clever clauses, excuses of 
craft, haughty self-congratulatory treatises, and endless bylaws and wherefores are to be scraped away and 
sent packing into oblivion–a field day for vultures, if you will.

Mise-en-scène, a cousin of milieu, is central to landscape, given its relationship to primal artistic jouissance 
(to the free plays of drives beyond all authorized codes of conduct). This free play is the elastic boundary/
frontier of intertextuality–the interplay of multiple sets of references. Properly understood, mise-en-scène 
is the supporting apparatus for the linguistic games of the stage. It is what makes Room 4.1.3’s Fire Garden 
so “otherworldly” and “elemental.” It is also what makes the films of Peter Greenaway both so annoying and 
fascinating. Contemporary landscape architecture, and Room 4.1.3 in particular, has finally come round to 
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acknowledging that mise-en-scène is more than just pretty scenery–it can also be portentous. Many of Room 
4.1.3’s projects play with entourage and context by inverting and renouncing the normative presentation of 
“scenic” resources. The Peace Square in Prague, for example, demotes the dialectic of church and state (town 
hall) to vestigial, bankrupt forms rising as apparitions from a bosquet of lindens. The “green” room within 
mirrors a well-known Czech bias for unmediated environments–or a default neopaganism–and the sculptural 
centerpiece negotiates the image of the void (the pool) as it seesaws between eternity (the f lame) and noth-
ingness (the extinguished f lame). 

Landscape architecture needs to destroy the formal languages that hold it in thrall, that have destroyed the 
immediate and immanent nature of landscape itself–im-materiality, im-modesty, and imagination all miracu-
lously merge in the synchronic plenitude of immanence. Acknowledging immanence is acknowledging the 
immense interior life of things. The one-time blessing in disguise (the blessed curse) of modernist abstrac-
tion–and its quest for the transcendent, the Absolute–is overturned (inverted) through the reemergence of 
immanence. Abstraction relies on repression. What is omitted is as important as what is admitted. Paradoxi-
cally, the reduction of architectonic mediation to its essence, as detailing the immanent nature of things, or 
as a form of linguistic dust, is the return of the Sublime from exile, from the distant lands of abstraction and 
positivism, and from the wasteland of dialectical operations (metaphysics).

Room 4.1.3’s Federation Garden set on an island summarizes the battlefield of contemporary aesthetics. The 
project revolves around an act of demolition regarding Western traditions associated with the idea of axis 
mundi, a holdover from post-edenic design speak. This almost primordial figure was, perhaps, the beginning 
of the end for undifferentiated unity. It is the ur-vector of all forms of colonization. Situated on an island, 
Federation Garden, the center of attention, contains all the design moves one could ever want in one small, 
highly integrated parcel. The central attraction of the Federation Garden is, in turn, the Fireplace. Here is 
the all-consuming image of fire, Bachelard’s idea of “fire,” locked in an eternal struggle with pretense and 
“offering a redefinition of ‘paradise.’” It stands in opposition to the Waterbody, a “cross-cultural icon,” and a 
“reminder of life’s universal ecological rhythms.” One detects here a nostalgia, but not a pathetic landscape 
fallacy. Redemption is an always-deferred analog to a fugitive condition that inheres in the primacy of things.

Mise-en-scène, in landscape terms, equals topology (not typology or topography), hence architecture’s 
current fascination with systems theory and manipulated ground plane (MGP). MGP is not quite the same 
radical force as topology. Topology is the intellectual articulation of form–the secret meaning of “architec-
tonic”–and the secret mathesis universalis behind all cultural systems (including those deemed “natural” ). 
Built form carries both inherent, albeit unstable ideological content and pure, unadulterated content–post-
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structuralism’s denials of transcendence notwithstanding. The latter resides in the interstices of semantic 
structures.

The key–alas–is language. And, as with Artaud’s critique of theater, the problem is the overreliance on 
speech (semantics) itself. In landscape architecture the problem is, ironically, the derelict state of design 
syntax–form without semantic value. The empty formalism of much contemporary landscape architecture 
is the late reification of the modernist curse (and a bizarre, ready-made excuse for knowing nothing). The 
cause of this latter-day version of the curse is the empty vessel of landscape architectural practice. Once 
smashed, this vessel–which is not unlike a barren tree–will liberate vast repressed potential. By reengag-
ing milieu (both symbolical and very real milieu), landscape architecture stands a chance of doing what 
architecture has repeatedly failed to do–that is, bring out into the open the hidden structures that condition 
life. Landscape architecture cannot do this if it remains stuck between the oscillating poles of contemporary 
practice, formalism and naturalism. In fact, the solution–vividly rendered in Room 4.1.3’s projects–is a new 
type of landscape formalism! This new type of landscape formalism strenuously engages rhetoric and milieu, 
mise en scene and language. Those afraid of intertextuality will run, screaming, in the opposite direction. It 
is, however, not altogether impossible that that is exactly what is required.

1  Peter Greenaway, Le Bruit des nuages (Paris: Editions de la Réunion des Musées Nationaux, 1992), p. 21.
2  Julia Kristeva, “Word, Dialogue, and Novel,” in Desire and Language, ed. Leon S. Roudiez, trans. Thomas Gora et al. (New York: Columbia Univer-

sity Press, 1980), pp. 64–91. See also Graham Allen, Intertextuality (London: Routledge, 1999).
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